R ET HI NK I N G BAC K O F F I C E
T R AN S F O R M AT I O N :
YO U R U N TA PPE D ‘POT O F G O LD ’

In an age where digital technology is everywhere in our day to
day life, why do financial services back offices still resemble
something from the 1970s? Around us, digitizing our life is the
norm, from the way we shop, consume news and entertainment,
to interacting with one another. Those that avoid the digital
revolution do so at their peril. Indeed, in recent memory, iconic
brands such as Kodak and Blockbuster are no longer relevant
for not embracing digital. Despite the widely known importance
of digitization, many financial institutions continue to use the fax
machine as a primary workflow tool!
To outsiders with an untrained eye, many financial institutions look
like highly polished and efficient organizations. Customers see the
great marketing campaigns, new and convenient branches, and
user-friendly, front end digital capabilities. However, the reality is
that many financial institutions are like ducks. Above the water,
they look polished and in control, but under the surface, they are
peddling like mad to stay afloat.
Some people call this area the back office, whereas others call
it operations. In reality, it encompasses everything that happens
in-between the channels (i.e., customer touchpoints) and the core
processing or enterprise systems. This area is held together by
people, fax machines, paper, telephones, e-mails, macros and a

lot of hard work. It is error-prone, inefficient and expensive to run.
We call this end-to-end (E2E) processing capabilities.
In some financial markets, efficiency is not a priority. While it
can erode profits, for firms making billions of dollars a year in
profit, it is a drop in the ocean. However, in other markets, it
can be a deciding factor in whether an institution survives. NIX
ratios (a measure of an organization’s efficiency, revenue versus
costs) vary significantly across financial services organizations.
For a large generic or regional bank, a one percent change in
NIX represents a $50-100 million reduction in cost. Financial
services firms vary significantly in efficiency (on average, 40 70 percent). E2E processing is a significant contributor to this
variability.
Some newer entrants into the financial services space are far
more effective in E2E processing. ‘Greenfield build’ limited
product offerings firms (e.g., standalone digital banks or wealth
firms) have been able to create integrated E2E processing
capabilities with minimal operations support.
The real challenge is how to transform the established, more
complex institutions, to allow them to realize similar efficiency
levels.
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SO W H Y ARE W E N OT BETTE R AT B E I NG MO R E E FFI C I E N T?

Many other industries have solved this problem; the automobile
industry, telecoms, retail, and manufacturing, to name a few.
In these industries, we’ve seen production lines, robots, 24/7
monitoring control centers, and automated quality checks help to
increase efficiency.
So why have they succeeded? Well, they had to, margins are thin,
competition is aggressive, but fundamentally, they treat efficiency
like a strategic imperative. Because of the industry buy-in, they
have invested in production engineers to design multi-year, multimillion-dollar production lines. And so, by investing in their people,
with the requisite skills, they can remain competitive and drive
efficiency.
However, in financial services, many executive business leaders
do not understand this challenge. Instead, their focus is on
designing great mortgage products or building a trading arbitrage
desk, missing out on the actual value they can get from their back
office. Although these firms acknowledge there are issues with
current back-office processing, they are yet to see the value of
E2E process capabilities.

The challenge for financial services firms is compounded further
by an enormous variance in current state process activities and
logic, and a belief that each of their processes is different by
design or necessity. In reality, process variance is often merely
due to ‘how it has always been done.’ Financial services firms are
processing similar products, governed by the same regulations,
using the same market infrastructure providers. Processing logic
should be a repeatable, standardized commodity.
Furthermore, most back-office teams are ‘run teams,’ they are
not process engineering experts. Developing the necessary
skills to transform this area of the business requires time,
money and practice. When you combine these factors with
other organizational considerations such as people, culture,
fragmentation and fear of risk, it is clear to see why firms are
hesitant to embrace digital transformation fully.
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H OW I S T H E FI NA NC I A L S E RVI C E S
I N D U ST RY OV E R C O MI NG TH I S C H A LLE NG E ?

As we described above, we have armies of people doing low
value-add tasks, including managing documents, making phone
calls, sending e-mails, fixing fax machines and re-keying data.
These current processes are complex, not standardized, and not
instrumented.
Robotic process automation (RPA) has produced a mixed
response within financial services – it provides short-term
efficiency but fails to offer a long-term solution. While it can
automate mundane, rules-based tasks, it also comes with
challenges.

Before RPA, there was eSignature, OCR, document management
solutions, business rules engines, and BPM/workflow tools. But
these were primarily technology solutions looking for a problem.
Very few people were successful in creating integrated enterprise
capabilities. And before those solutions, the industry relied on
outsourcing and labor arbitrage. Individually, these levers have
delivered limited value.
Nobody seems to have a master plan to bring this all together; is
it just too complicated? Or do people not know where to start?
Institutions are leaving a significant opportunity on the table by
not tapping in the back office ‘Pot of Gold.’

H OW CAN F I RM S S O LV E E FFI C I E NCY A ND C O ST PR O B LEMS
W H I L E ALS O I M P ROVI NG C O NTR O L A ND S E RVI C E ?

The transformation of the back office through E2E processing capabilities is the route that financial institutions need to take. Here’s how it works:
Step 1: Develop a strategy, target state, roadmap and business case
Step 2: Get top of the house executive support (multi-year journey)
Step 3: Create a process engineering culture (start to drive value through changing behaviors and skillsets)
Step 4: Begin to transform, rationalize, simplify and standardize E2E process
Step 5: Orchestrate and automate back office processes
Step 6: Continuous improvement across the back office as business as usual
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Training your team to become process literate, such as
understanding wastage, cycle times, unit costs, SLAs, continuous
improvement driven by data and analytics, requires more than
sending them on a SixSigma or Lean course. You need to uptrain
resources and the tools that they use through culture change
and continual re-enforcement. By taking the simple step of
offering better process, productivity training, and working
practices, we believe many organizations can drive more
than 30 percent efficiency improvements, which will fund
and support long term technological enhancements to
processes.
Long-term, we believe there is an opportunity to see an
improvement of 60 - 70 percent efficiency in the back office, 15
- 20 percent capacity pull through for business channels, and 80
- 90 percent in quality and SLAs. In this scenario, large financial
services institutions would see a positive impact on hundreds of
millions of dollars on their efficiency ratios.

This approach creates fully instrumented processes (i.e., data
points for all activities and tasks). These fully instrumented
processes are the key to optimization and are the ‘holy grail’ for
any process engineer. Now process engineers can provide full
transparency on their processes (similar to tracking package
deliveries from Amazon or UPS). They can use the data to
continue to optimize their processes and manage exceptions and
human interaction efficiently.
This new back office emulates best practices in other industries,
such as managers watching dials and alerts reflecting processing
issues, small exception teams to manage problems that fall out of
the automation pipe, and process engineers continually looking to
optimize processes.

W H E RE D O E S TH I S G O W R O NG ?

Many organizations fool themselves into thinking that they are doing all of this already. While individual levers can add value, institutions can
generate and extract more substantial value when they integrate the levers.
The problem manifests itself in many ways:
1. Lack of formal business-level buy-in and commitment to a multi-year journey
2. Institutions try and solve the issues at the enterprise level with no traction in the business lines
3. Technology-driven approach (I have RPA, how do I use it?)
4. No target state vision or blueprint (I don’t know where I am going)
5. Lack of business and process engineering skills and experience
6. Complicated, expensive and don’t know where to start to build the initial framework
These barriers continue to cause issues for most financial services institutions, creating a problem for the industry as a whole.
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S O H OW D O I F I N D TH E E ND O F TH E R A I NB OW !

The Pot of Gold is there; you need to find the right path to find it.
We have seen significant success when firms adopt some of the
approaches above. One major wealth firm was able to save 40
percent of ops headcounts/cost on a sustainable basis through a
structured three years approach to E2E Process Digitization while still
leaving opportunities on the table.
Another retail bank implemented a fully digital, cross-border account
opening process, where 95 percent of applications were processed
without human intervention. All regulatory checks were automated,
only requiring manual review when a risk threshold was triggered.
Low-risk customers can open an account in approximately 20
seconds.

Capco is embracing the approaches above to build out a E2E Process
Digitization service to help firms by pass the cost and complexity
described above to maximize outcomes for financial services firms.
PlatformZeroSM is a significant step towards enabling the effective
optimization of E2E processes.
We believe many firms will continue to struggle with this challenge
over the coming few years, but those that successfully embrace the
chase and change will find their ‘Pot of Gold.’
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PlatformZeroSM is a cloud-based, low-code digital and automation solution for financial services.
Organizations can rapidly onboard and achieve significant efficiencies without the delivery risk, cost and time of doing it themselves.
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YOUR CUSTOMIZED
BUSINESS PROCESS

VALIDATION
Rich set of pre-built standard business
rules for financial services operations,
fully parameterized and configurable
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APPROVAL

Your business process is rapidly digitalized
by adopting our pre-designed, pre-built set
of components and patterns.

Standard mechanisms for client/business
consent and operations/compliance control

PROCESS INITIATION
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Data capture or API
integration to your systems

Business Content for Financial Services
Rich domain process inventory
Banking, Cards, Wealth, Capital Markets and Insurance
Standardized reusable business definitions and components

FULFILLMENT
Update your key systems based
on process outcomes

WHY ZERO?
ZERO Paper / Manual Processes / Wastage
ZERO Delays in Customer Service
ZERO Operational Risk
ZERO On Premise Technology Footprint

End-to-End Digitization

ZERO Added Licensing Costs

Pre-selected, pre-integrated digitization capabilities
API-enabled; integrates with your channel and book of record systems
Process Analytics, Continuous Improvement and Productivity Tools

ZERO Digitization Platform Set Up costs

In the Cloud
Cloud agnostic solution that runs on Azure, AWS and GCP
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PlatformZeroSM provides end-to-end
process digitization solutions across
the financial services industry to
help clients be more efficient and
effective. Request your demo today
at solutions@capco.com

CONTACT
Daniel Denning
Head of Product Development, Capco Toronto
daniel.denning@capco.com
Nick Jackson
Partner, Capco Toronto
nick.jackson@capco.com

AB OUT CAPC O
Capco is a global technology and management consultancy dedicated to the financial services
industry. Our professionals combine innovative thinking with unrivalled industry knowledge to
offer our clients consulting expertise, complex technology and package integration, transformation
delivery, and managed services, to move their organizations forward.
Through our collaborative and efficient approach, we help our clients successfully innovate,
increase revenue, manage risk and regulatory change, reduce costs, and enhance controls. We
specialize primarily in banking, capital markets, wealth and asset management and insurance.
We also have an energy consulting practice in the US. We serve our clients from offices in leading
financial centers across the Americas, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
To learn more, visit our web site at www.capco.com, or follow us on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube,
LinkedIn and Instagram.
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